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Abstract

An important aspect in designing a multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) network is to determine an initial to-

pology and to adapt it to the traffic load. A topology change in an MPLS network occurs when a new label switched

path (LSP) is created between two nodes. The LSP creation involves determining the route of the LSP and the ac-

cording resource allocation to the path. A fully connected MPLS network can be used to minimize the signaling. The

objective of this paper is to determine when an LSP should be created and how often it should be re-dimensioned. An

optimal policy to determine and adapt the MPLS network topology based on the traffic load is presented. The problem

is formulated as a continuous time Markov decision process with the objective to minimize the costs involving

bandwidth, switching, and signaling. These costs represent the trade-off between utilization of network resources and

signaling/processing load incurred on the network. The policy performs a filtering control to avoid oscillations which

may occur due to highly variable traffic. The new policy has been evaluated by simulation and numerical results show its

effectiveness and the according performance improvement. A sub-optimal policy is also presented which is less com-

putationally intensive and complicated. � 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In recent years there has been active research in
the field of multiprotocol label switching (MPLS)
and an increasing number of networks are sup-
porting MPLS. MPLS is a switching technology
to forward packets based on a short, fixed length
identifier called label. Using indexing instead of
long address matching, MPLS achieves fast for-
warding. Labels are used as indices of a table that
contains the connection path. An MPLS network
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consists of label switched paths (LSPs) and edge/
core label switch routers (LSRs). The LSRs store
the label translation tables. Core LSRs provide
transit services in the middle of the network while
edge LSRs provide an interface with external net-
works. Packets with identical label are forwarded
on the same LSP. LSPs are virtual unidirectional
paths established from the sender to the receiver
[1]. An extension of the Resource reSerVation Pro-
tocol (RSVP) is used to establish and maintain
LSPs in the backbone [2]. One of the most signi-
ficant applications of MPLS is traffic engineering
(TE) [3], since LSPs can be considered as virtual
traffic trunks that carry flow aggregates generated
by packet classification.
Packet classification is also performed in the

differentiated services (DiffServ) model which is
based on classifying and aggregating individual
micro-flows, at the edge of the network, into one
of several behavioral aggregates (BAs) [4]. A per-
hop behavior (PHB) defines the service a packet
should receive in the network. Currently, packets
are treated at each router based on two standard
PHBs [5,6]:

• Expedited forwarding (EF): minimizes delay and
jitter. It provides the highest level of aggregate
QoS. Any traffic exceeding the traffic profile is
discarded.

• Assured forwarding (AF): has four classes and
three drop precedences within each class. Traffic
compliant with the pre-negotiated traffic profile
is delivered with a higher probability than the
non-compliant traffic.

There are some open research problems related to
the DiffServ model:

• How can the DiffServ model be extended to het-
erogeneous networks?

• How can the network resource utilization be im-
proved by performing traffic engineering at Diff-
Serv class level?

For both cases, a solution can be provided by using
MPLS, after defining a mapping between DiffServ
classes and LSPs. To the best of our knowledge,
this mapping solution is still an open research

problem. Towards this end, we will define class
types and then map them to virtual MPLS net-
works. Each virtual MPLS network will have its
own topology which will be independent of other
virtual networks. This will provide better resource
utilization by performing traffic engineering at
DiffServ level. Also the LSPs can be mapped over a
pure-MPLS (non-DiffServ) network extending
DiffServ mapping to heterogeneous networks.
Following the IETF suggestions, we define

class-types as the set of traffic trunks with same
bandwidth constraints. Three class-types stand out
and each can be carried on a virtual MPLS net-
work by itself, e.g.,

• MPLS net1 as Class type 0, i.e., best effort (BE),
• MPLS net2 as Class type 1, i.e., EF (for real
time traffic),

• MPLS net3 as Class type 2, i.e., AF 1 and 2 (for
low loss classes).

These virtual networks are layered on top of the
physical network as illustrated in Fig. 1. The ca-
pacity of each physical link is partitioned among
different MPLS networks, and a maximum ca-
pacity (fixed percentage of the total link capacity)
is assigned to each partition. The unused reserved
bandwidth can then be used for BE traffic. The
design and management of the above MPLS net-
works are a fundamental key to the success of the
DiffServ–MPLS mapping. However, many prob-
lems such as the definition of the network topology,
LSP dimensioning, LSP setup/tear-down proce-
dures, LSP routing, and LSP adaptation for in-
coming resource requests, need to be solved. The
off-line network design methods, which use a priori
knowledge of traffic demand, are not suitable for
MPLS networks [7] due to the high unpredictabi-

Fig. 1. Virtual MPLS networks.
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lity of the Internet traffic. A fully connected MPLS
network, where every pair of LSRs is connected by
a direct LSP, is very inefficient [8] due to the high
signaling cost and the management of a large
number of LSPs. The signaling cost is of the order
of N 2, where N is the total number of routers.
Two different approaches, traffic-driven and

topology-driven, can be used for MPLS network
design. In the traffic-driven approach, the LSP is
established on demand according to a request for a
flow, traffic trunk or bandwidth reservation. The
LSP is released when the request becomes inactive.
In the topology-driven approach, the LSP is es-
tablished in advance according to the routing pro-
tocol information, e.g., when a routing entry is
generated by the routing protocol. The LSP is
maintained as long as the corresponding routing
entry exists, and it is released when the routing
entry is deleted. The advantage of the traffic-driven
approach is that only the required LSPs are setup,
while in the topology-driven approach, the LSPs
are established in advance even if no data flow
occurs.
A simple LSP setup policy based on the traffic-

driven approach has been proposed in [8], in which
an LSP is established whenever the number of
bytes forwarded within one minute exceeds a
threshold. This policy reduces the number of LSPs
in the network; however, it has very high signaling
costs and needs high control efforts for variable
and bursty traffic as in the case of a fully connected
network.
In an earlier paper [9], we have suggested a

threshold-based policy for LSP setup. It provides
an on-line design for MPLS network depending on
the current traffic load. The proposed policy is a
traffic-driven approach and balances the signaling
and switching costs. By increasing the number of
LSPs in a network, the signaling costs increase
while the switching costs decrease. In the policy,
LSPs are setup or torn down depending on the
actual traffic demand. Furthermore, since a given
traffic load may change depending on time, the
policy also performs filtering in order to avoid
oscillations which may occur in case of variable
traffic.
In this paper, we introduce a new LSP setup/re-

dimensioning policy and prove that the optimal

policy is a threshold policy, using the Markov
decision process (MDP) [10] theory. In Section 2,
the LSP setup problem is formulated and solved,
and the policy structure is described. The optimal
policy is derived in Section 3 and the sub-optimal
policy least one-step cost is given in Section 4. The
implementation issues are described in Section 5
along with the numerical results and comparison
of the optimal policy with the sub-optimal policy.
Conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. The setup problem of label switched paths

When a bandwidth request arrives between two
nodes in a network that are not connected by a
direct LSP, the decision about whether to establish
such an LSP arises. In this section, we will first
describe the model formulation and then obtain a
decision policy which governs the decisions at each
instant.

2.1. Model formulation

We now describe the system under consider-
ation. Let GphðN ; LÞ denote a physical IP net-
work with a set of N routers and a set of physical
links L. We define the following notation for
GphðN ; LÞ:

• lði; jÞ 2 L: physical link between routers i and j.
• Cphði; jÞ for i, j 2 N : total link capacity of lði; jÞ.
• hði; jÞ for i, j 2 N : number of hops between
nodes i and j.

We introduce a virtual ‘‘induced’’ MPLS network
GðN ;LÞ, as in [3], for the physical network
GphðN ; LÞ. This virtual MPLS network GðN ;LÞ
consists of the same set of routers N as the physical
network GphðN ; LÞ and a set of LSPs, denoted by
L. We assume that each link lði; jÞ of the physical
network corresponds to a default LSP inL which
is non-removable. The other elements ofL are the
LSPs (virtual links) built between non-adjacent
nodes of GphðN ; LÞ and routed over lði; jÞ’s. Note
that G is a directed graph and L � L. In other
words, the different MPLS networks (for different
class types) are built by adding virtual LSPs to the
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physical topology when needed. In this paper, we
will use the terms graph, network and topology
interchangeably for the physical and MPLS net-
works G and Gph, respectively.
We define the following notation for GðN ;LÞ:

• LSPði; jÞ 2 L: LSP between routers i and j
(when they are not physically connected).

• LSP0ði; jÞ 2 L: default LSP between routers i
and j (when they are physically connected).

• Cði; jÞ for i, j 2 N : total capacity of LSPði; jÞ
(Cði; jÞ ¼ 0() LSPði; jÞ not established).

• Aði; jÞ for i, j 2 N : available capacity on
LSPði; jÞ ðAði; jÞ ¼ 0() LSPði; jÞ fully occu-
pied).

• Bði; jÞ for i, j 2 N : total bandwidth reserved be-
tween routers i and j. It represents the total traf-
fic between router i as the source and router j as
the destination.

We assume that all LSP0ði; jÞ for i, j 2 N have
large capacity and it is available to be borrowed by
the other multi-hop LSPs that will be routed over
the corresponding physical links lði; jÞ. We intro-
duce a simple algorithm for routing LSPs on
GphðN ; LÞ and bandwidth requests on GðN ;LÞ.
Each LSP must be routed on a shortest path in
GphðN ; LÞ. We assume that the shortest path
Pphði; jÞ between a source node i and destination
node j is the minimum hop path in GphðN ; LÞ and is
denoted by

Pphði; jÞ ¼ flði; uÞ; . . . ; lðv; jÞg:

In the MPLS network, the bandwidth requests
between i and j are routed either on the direct
LSPði; jÞ or on P ði; jÞ, which is a multiple-LSP
path overlaying Pphði; jÞ:
P ði; jÞ ¼ fLSP0ði; uÞ; . . . ;LSP0ðv; jÞg:

We also assume that Cphði; jÞ is sufficiently large
for all lði; jÞ and whenever any LSP is re-dimen-
sioned, it can borrow bandwidth from the physical
links that it passes through.
The default and non-default LSPs can be ex-

plained with the help of Fig. 2. The dotted lines
between nodes 1–4, 4–6, and 6–8 represent the
default LSPs and the thick line between nodes 1–8

represents the direct LSP which is routed over the
default LSPs.
With the assumed routing algorithm, we can

define the following two quantities:

• BLði; jÞ for i, j 2 N : part of Bði; jÞ that is routed
over LSPði; jÞ.

• BP ði; jÞ for i, j 2 N : part of Bði; jÞ that is routed
over Pði; jÞ.

Note that Bði; jÞ ¼ BLði; jÞ þ BP ði; jÞ is the total of
the bandwidth requests between i and j, Cði; jÞ ¼
Aði; jÞ þ BLði; jÞ is the total capacity of LSPði; jÞ
and BP ði; jÞ ¼ 0 for default LSPs since Pði; jÞ co-
incides with the LSP0ði; jÞ.
Let Sði; jÞ be the set of all LSPðu; vÞ such that

the corresponding shortest path Pphðu; vÞ contains
the link lði; jÞ. The following condition must be
satisfied:X
LSPðu;vÞ2Sði;jÞ

Cðu; vÞ6 dCphði; jÞ; ð1Þ

where d < 1 is a maximum fraction of Cphði; jÞ that
can be assigned to LSPs. Condition (1) means that
the sum of capacity of all LSPs using a particular
physical link on their path must not exceed a
portion d of the capacity of that physical link.

Definition 1 (Decision instants and bandwidth re-
quests). We denote by tm the arrival instant of a

Fig. 2. MPLS network topology.
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new bandwidth request between routers i and j for
the amount bði; jÞ. The instant tm is called a deci-
sion instant because a decision has to be made to
accommodate the arrival of the new bandwidth
request.
We now describe the events that imply a deci-

sion. When a new bandwidth request bði; jÞ arrives
in the MPLS network at instant tm, the existence of
a direct LSP between i and j is checked initially.
For direct LSP between i and j, the available ca-
pacity Aði; jÞ is then compared with the request
bði; jÞ. If Aði; jÞ > bði; jÞ, then the requested band-
width is allocated on that LSP and the available
capacity is reduced accordingly. Otherwise, Cði; jÞ
can be increased subject to condition (1) in order
to satisfy the bandwidth request.
On the other hand, if there exists no direct LSP

between i and j, then we need to decide whether to
setup a new LSP and determine its according
Cði; jÞ. Each time a new LSP is setup or re-
dimensioned, the previously granted bandwidth
requests between i and j routed on Pði; jÞ are re-
routed on the direct LSPði; jÞ. However, this re-
routing operation is only virtual, since, by our
routing assumptions, both LSPði; jÞ and P ði; jÞ are
routed on the physical network over the same
Pphði; jÞ.
Let tn be the departure instant of a request

for bandwidth allocation bði; jÞ routed on
LSPði; jÞ. In this instant we need to decide whether
or not to re-dimension LSPði; jÞ, i.e., reduce its
capacity Cði; jÞ.
We assume that the events and costs associ-

ated with any given node pair i and j are inde-
pendent of any other node pair. This assumption
is based on the fact that the new bandwidth
requests are routed either on the direct LSP be-
tween the source and destination or on P ði; jÞ,
i.e., the other LSPs are not utilized for routing
the new request. This assumption allows us to
carry the analysis for any node pair and be guar-
anteed that it will be true for all other pairs. Under
this assumption, we can drop the explicit ði; jÞ
dependence of the notations. Also we assume
that nodes i and j are not physically connected.
For the default LSPs, there is a large amount of
available bandwidth and they too borrow band-

width, in large amounts, from the physical links, if
needed.

Definition 2 (Set of events). For each router pair i
and j in the MPLS network, em is the event ob-
served at tm.

• em ¼ 1 if there is an arrival of a bandwidth
request for amount b,

• em ¼ 0 if there is a departure of a request of
amount b from BP ði; jÞ,

• em ¼ 2 if there is a departure of a request b from
BLði; jÞ.

Definition 3 (Set of states). For each router pair i
and j in the MPLS network, we observe the system
state when any event occurs. The state vector sm at
a given time instant tm, m ¼ 0, 1; . . . is defined as

smði; jÞ ¼ ½A;BL;BP �; ð2Þ
where A is the available capacity on LSPði; jÞ, BL is
the part of B that is routed over LSPði; jÞ and BP is
the part of B routed on P ði; jÞ. Note that the state
space �ss, the set of all system states, is finite since A
is limited by C which is in turn limited by the
minimum of the link bandwidths on Pph. BL is
limited by C and BP by minimum of default LSP
bandwidths on Pph. Also note that states with non-
zero Aði; jÞ and BP ði; jÞ are possible because just
before the instant of observation, some user
request might have departed leaving available
bandwidth in LSPði; jÞ. The state information for
each LSP is stored in the first router of the LSP.

Definition 4 (Set of extended states). The state
space �ss of the system can be extended by the
coupling of the current state and the event.

Sm ¼ sm; emh i: ð3Þ

The set S of extended states Sm is the basis for
determining the decisions to be taken to handle the
events.

Definition 5 (Set of actions). The decision of set-
ting up or re-dimensioning LSPði; jÞ when the
event em occurs is captured by the binary action
variable a 2 A ¼ f0; 1g.
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• a ¼ 1 means that LSPði; jÞ will be setup or re-
dimensioned and the new value of its capacity
is set as C ¼ BL þ BP þ b, where b is considered
negative if the event is a departure, either over
LSPði; jÞ or P ði; jÞ.

• a ¼ 0 means that no action will be taken on the
capacity of LSPði; jÞ:

Definition 6 (Decision rules and policies). A deci-
sion rule di provides an action selection in each
state at a given decision instant ti and a policy p
specifies the decision rules to be used in each de-
cision instant, i.e., p ¼ fd0ðSÞ; d1ðSÞ; d2ðSÞ; . . .g. If
diðSÞ ¼ djðSÞ 8 i and j, then the policy is stationary
as the decision is independent of the time instant.
For most of the possible system states, the decision
rule can choose an action from the set f0; 1g but
there are a few states where only one action is
possible. Those states and corresponding actions
are:

• Sm ¼ ½A;BL;BP �; 1h i where A > b) a ¼ 0 (the
new request is routed on LSPði; jÞ),

• Sm ¼ ½A;BL;BP �; 0h i ) a ¼ 0 (the request ending
over P ði; jÞ),

• Sm ¼ ½A;BL; 0�; 2h i where BL ¼ b) a ¼ 1 (LSP-
ði; jÞ is torn down).

Definition 7 (Cost function). The incremental cost
W ðS; aÞ for the system in state s, occurrence of the
event e, and the taken action a is

W ðS; aÞ ¼ WsignðS; aÞ þ WbðS; aÞ þ WswðS; aÞ; ð4Þ

where WsignðS; aÞ is the cost for signaling the setup
or re-dimensioning of the LSP to the involved
routers, WbðS; aÞ is the cost for the carried band-
width and WswðS; aÞ is the cost for switching of the
traffic. The cost components depend on the system
state and the action taken for an event.
The signaling cost WsignðS; aÞ is incurred in-

stantaneously only when action a ¼ 1 is chosen for
state S. It accounts for the signaling involved in
the process of setup or re-dimensioning of the
LSP. We consider that this cost depends linearly
on the number of hops h in Pphði; jÞ over which the
LSP is routed, plus a constant component to take

into account the notification of the new capacity of
the LSP to the network.

WsignðS; aÞ ¼ a½cshþ ca�; ð5Þ
where cs is the coefficient for signaling cost per hop
and ca is the fixed notification cost coefficient. This
cost is not incurred if a ¼ 0.
The other two components of Eq. (4) relate to

the bandwidth (wb) and switching (wsw) cost rates,
respectively.

WbðS; aÞ ¼
Z T

0

wbðS; aÞdt;

WswðS; aÞ ¼
Z T

0

wswðS; aÞdt;

where T is the time till the next event, i.e., until the
system stays in state S.
We assume that the bandwidth cost rate

wbðS; aÞ to reserve ðBL þ BP Þ capacity units de-
pends linearly on ðBL þ BP Þ and on the number of
hops hði; jÞ in the physical shortest path over
which the request is routed.

wbðS; aÞ ¼ cbhðBL þ BP Þ; ð6Þ
where cb is the bandwidth cost coefficient per
capacity unit (c.u.) per time. Note that, from our
routing assumption, the physical path is the same
for LSPði; jÞ and for P ði; jÞ and thus the bandwidth
cost rate depends only on the total carried band-
width, irrespective of the fractions carried over
different paths.
The switching cost rate wswðS; aÞ depends lin-

early on the number of switching operations in IP
or MPLS mode and the switched bandwidth. The
total number of switching operations is always
h since the physical path is fixed. Whether these
switching operations are IP or MPLS depends on
the path chosen in the MPLS network. For BL c.u.
routed on LSPði; jÞ, we have 1 router performing
IP switching and ðh� 1Þ routers performing
MPLS switching. For BP c.u. routed on Pði; jÞ, we
have h routers perform IP switching.

wswðS; aÞ ¼ ½cip þ cmplsðh� 1Þ�BL þ hcipBP ; ð7Þ
where cip and cmpls are the switching cost coeffi-
cients per c.u. per time in IP and MPLS mode,
respectively. Summarizing, the signaling cost is
incurred only at decision instants when a ¼ 1,
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while the bandwidth and switching costs are ac-
cumulated continuously until a new event occurs.

Example 1. Here we illustrate how the state vector
defined in Eq. (2) varies due to bandwidth request
arrival and LSP setup. Consider a simple three
node tandem network where node i is connected to
node iþ 1, i ¼ 1, 2. Suppose, at the initial instant
t0, the state vectors for the three nodes are given as
follows (capacity is expressed in c.u.):

s0ð1; 2Þ ¼ ð1000; 14; 0Þ; s0ð2; 3Þ ¼ ð1000; 15; 0Þ;
s0ð1; 3Þ ¼ ð0; 0; 5Þ:

Suppose that two alternative events occur at in-
stant t1:
EVENT A: A bandwidth request for 2 c.u. ar-

rives between nodes 1 and 2 when system is in state
s0. Then BLð1; 2Þ increases to 16 and Að1; 2Þ re-
duces by 2. So the new state vectors become:

sAð1; 2Þ ¼ ð998; 16; 0Þ; sAð2; 3Þ ¼ ð1000; 15; 0Þ;
sAð1; 3Þ ¼ ð0; 0; 5Þ:

EVENT B: A bandwidth request for 10 c.u.
arrives between nodes 1 and 3 when system is in
state s0. We elaborate the two cases when a ¼ 1 or
a ¼ 0.
Case 1 ða ¼ 1Þ: A direct LSP between nodes 1

and 3 is created and the new state vectors are

sB1ð1; 2Þ ¼ ð985; 14; 0Þ; sB1ð2; 3Þ ¼ ð985; 15; 0Þ;
sB1ð1; 3Þ ¼ ð0; 15; 0Þ:

The incremental cost from initial state s0ð1; 3Þ is
calculated from Eq. (4) as:

W1ðS; aÞ ¼ WbðS; aÞ þ WswðS; aÞ þ WsignðS; aÞ
¼ fcb � 2 � 15þ ðcip þ cmplsÞ � 15gT
þ 2cs þ ca:

Case 2 ða ¼ 0Þ: The request is routed on the
2-LSP path P ð1; 3Þ and the new state vectors are
sB0ð1; 2Þ ¼ ð985; 29; 0Þ; sB0ð2; 3Þ ¼ ð985; 30; 0Þ;
sB0ð1; 3Þ ¼ ð0; 0; 15Þ:

The incremental cost, in this case, from initial
state s0ð1; 3Þ is calculated from Eq. (4) as:

W2ðS; aÞ ¼ WbðS; aÞ þ WswðS; aÞ þ WsignðS; aÞ
¼ fcb � 2 � 15þ ðcip � 2Þ � 15gT þ 0:

In the equations for W1ðS; aÞ and W2ðS; aÞ, T is
the average time between this event and the next
event.

The set of all possible system states (Definition
4), events (Definition 2), actions (Definition 5) and
associated costs (Definition 7) is given in Table 1.
In the table, the node pair ði; jÞ is implicit and T is
the time interval between the current event and the

Table 1

Set of possible states

Old state Action New state Cost

½A;BL;BP �; 0h i 0 ½A;BL;BP � b�; eh i where
e 2 f0; 1; 2g

T hcb BL þ BP � bf g½ � þ T cip þ h� 1ð Þcmpls
� �

BL þ hcip BP � bð Þ
� �

½A;BL;BP �; 1h i where
AP b

0 ½A� b;BL þ b;BP �; eh i where
e 2 f0; 1; 2g

T hcb BL þ BP þ bf g½ � þ T cip þ h� 1ð Þcmpls
� ��

� BL þ bð Þ þ hcipBP �

½A;BL;BP �; 1h i where
A < b

0 ½A;BL;BP þ b�; eh i where
e 2 f0; 1; 2g

T hcb BL þ BP þ bf g½ � þ T cip þ h� 1ð Þcmpls
� �

BL þ hcip BP þ bð Þ
� �

½A;BL;BP �; 1h i where
A < b and
Y ¼ BL þ BP þ b

1 ½0; Y ; 0�; eh i where e 2 f1; 2g T hcbY½ � þ T cip þ h� 1ð Þcmpls
� �

Y
� �

þ cshþ cað Þ

½A;BL;BP �; 2h i 0 ½Aþ b;BL � b;BP �; eh i where
e 2 f0; 1; 2g

T hcb BL þ BP � bf g½ � þ T cip þ h� 1ð Þcmpls
� �

BL � bð Þ þ hcipBP
� �

½A;BL;BP �; 2h i where
Y ¼ BL þ BP � b

1 ½0; Y ; 0�; eh i where e 2 f1; 2g T hcbY½ � þ T cip þ h� 1ð Þcmpls
� �

Y
� �

þ cshþ cað Þ
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next event. In all the cost formulations, the
first component refers to the cost incurred for the
bandwidth carried, second component refers to
the cost for switching of the traffic over LSPði; jÞ
or P ði; jÞ, and third, if it exists, to the signaling
cost.

3. Optimal LSP setup policy based on MDP

3.1. Optimization problem formulation

We propose a stochastic model to determine the
optimal decision policy for LSP setup. The opti-
mization problem is formulated as a continuous-
time Markov decision process (CTMDP) [10]. The
cost functions for the MDP theory have been
defined in Definition 7. Following the theory of
MDPs, we define the expected infinite-horizon
discounted total cost, vpðS0Þ, with discounting rate
a, given that the process occupies state S0 at the
first decision instant and the decision policy is p
by:

vpaðS0Þ ¼ Ep
S0

X1
m¼0

e�atm WsignðSm; aÞ
�(

þ
Z tmþ1

tm

e�aðt�tmÞ½wbðSm; aÞ

þ wswðSm; aÞ�dt
	)

; ð8Þ

where t0, t1; . . . represent the times of successive
instants when events occur and WsignðSm; aÞ repre-
sents the fixed part of the cost incurred whereas
½wbðSm; aÞ þ wswðSm; aÞ� represents the continuous
part of the cost between times tm and tmþ1.
The optimization objective is to find a policy p�

such that:

vp
�

a ðsÞ ¼ inf
p2P

vpaðsÞ:

The optimal decision policy can be found by
solving the related optimality equations [10] for
each initial state S. We assume that the bandwidth
requests arrive according to a Poisson process with
rate k and the request durations are exponentially
distributed with rate l. With our assumptions of a

discounted infinite-horizon CTMDP, the opti-
mality equations can be written as:

vðSÞ ¼ min
a2A

rðS; aÞ

8<
: þ k þ l

k þ l þ a

X
j2S

qðj jS; aÞvðjÞ

9=
;;

ð9Þ
where rðS; aÞ is the expected discounted cost be-
tween two decision instants and qðj jS; aÞ is the
probability that the system occupies state j at the
subsequent decision instant, given that the system
is in state S at the earlier decision instant and ac-
tion a is chosen. From Eq. (4), rðS; aÞ can be
written as

rðS; aÞ ¼ WsignðS; aÞ þ EaS
Z s1

0

e�at½wbðS; aÞ
�

þ wswðS; aÞ�dt
�
; ð10Þ

where EaS represents the expectation with respect to
the request duration distribution and s1 represents
the time before the next event occurs.
With the Markovian assumption on request

arrival and duration, the time between any two
successive events (arrival of requests or departure
of a request) is exponentially distributed with rate
ðk þ lÞ. Recalling that between two successive
events the state of the system does not change, Eq.
(10) can be rewritten as follows:

rðS; aÞ ¼ WsignðS; aÞ

þ ½wbðS; aÞ þ wswðS; aÞ�EaS
Z s1

0

e�at dt
� �

ð11Þ
¼ WsignðS; aÞ

þ ½wbðS; aÞ þ wswðS; aÞ�=ða þ k þ lÞ:
ð12Þ

Since the set of possible actions A is finite and
rðS; aÞ is bounded, it can be proved that the opti-
mal policy p� is stationary and deterministic [10].

3.2. Transition probability function

The transition probabilities qðj j s; aÞ in Eq. (9)
for our model are related to the transition proba-
bilities in an M/M/1 queue and are given by
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Eq. (13). In the equation, PArðAÞ denotes the
probability that the amount of bandwidth re-
quested by the arrival is less than or equal to A
and PD is the probability that a connection that
is departing was routed over Pði; jÞ. We know that
the probability of the next event being a depar-
ture is given by ðl=ðk þ lÞÞ.

3.3. Optimality equations

The optimality Eq. (9) can be explicitly written
for all possible states by obtaining rðS; aÞ from Eq.
(12) and qðj jS; aÞ from Eq. (13) as follows:

vðhA;BL;BP ; 0iÞ

¼ hcbðBL þ BP � bÞ þ hcip BP � bð Þ þ DBL
a þ k þ l

þ k þ l
a þ k þ l

J ; ð14Þ

vðhA;BL;BP ; 1iÞ

¼ hcbðBL þ BP þ bÞ þ hcipBP þ D ðBL þ bÞ
a þ k þ l

þ k þ l
a þ k þ l

K for AP b; ð15Þ

vðhA;BL;BP ; 1iÞ

¼ min
hcbðBL þ BP þ bÞ þ hcipðBP þ bÞ þ DBL

a þ k þ l

�

þ k þ l
a þ k þ l

L; cs hþ ca

þ hcbðBL þ BP þ bÞ þ DfBL þ BP þ bg
a þ k þ l

þ k þ l
a þ k þ l

M
�

for A < b; ð16Þ

qðj jS; aÞ ¼

ðk=ðk þ lÞÞ; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 0h i; a ¼ 0; j ¼ A;BL;BP � b; 1h i;
PD; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 0h i; a ¼ 0; j ¼ A;BL;BP � b; 0h i;
ðl=ðk þ lÞÞ � PD; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 0h i; a ¼ 0; j ¼ A;BL;BP � b; 2h i;

ðk=ðk þ lÞÞ; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i; a ¼ 0; j ¼ A� b;BL þ b;BP ; 1h i ðAP bÞ;
PD; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i; a ¼ 0; j ¼ A� b;BL þ b;BP ; 0h i ðAP bÞ;
ðl=ðk þ lÞÞ � PD; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i; a ¼ 0; j ¼ A� b;BL þ b;BP ; 2h i ðAP bÞ;

ðk=ðk þ lÞÞ; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i; a ¼ 0; j ¼ A;BL;BP þ b; 1h i ðA < bÞ;
PD; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i; a ¼ 0; j ¼ A;BL;BP þ b; 0h i ðA < bÞ;
ðl=ðk þ lÞÞ � PD; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i; a ¼ 0; j ¼ A;BL;BP þ b; 2h i ðA < bÞ;

ðk=ðk þ lÞÞ; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i; a ¼ 1; j ¼ 0;BL þ BP þ b; 0; 1h i ðA < bÞ;
ðl=ðk þ lÞÞ; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i; a ¼ 1; j ¼ 0;BL þ BP þ b; 0; 1h i ðA < bÞ;

ðk=ðk þ lÞÞ; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 2h i; a ¼ 0; j ¼ Aþ b;BL � b;BP ; 1h i;
PD; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 2h i; a ¼ 0; j ¼ Aþ b;BL � b;BP ; 0h i;
ðl=ðk þ lÞÞ � PD; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 2h i; a ¼ 0; j ¼ Aþ b;BL � b;BP ; 2h i;

ðk=ðk þ lÞÞ; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 2h i; a ¼ 1; j ¼ 0;BL þ BP � b; 0; 1h i;
ðl=ðk þ lÞÞ; S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 2h i; a ¼ 1; j ¼ 0;BL þ BP � b; 0; 2h i;

0 otherwise:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð13Þ
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vðhA;BL;BP ; 2iÞ

¼ min
hcbðBL þ BP � bÞ þ hcipBP þ D ðBL � bÞ

a þ k þ l

�

þ k þ l
a þ k þ l

X ; cs h

þ ca þ
hcbðBL þ BP � bÞ þ D ðBL þ BP � bÞ

a þ k þ l

þ k þ l
a þ k þ l

Y
�
; ð17Þ

where

D ¼ cip
�

þ ðh� 1Þcmpls
�
;

J ¼ k
k þ l

v A;BL;BPhð
�

� b; 1iÞ

þ PDv A;BL;BPhð � b; 0iÞ

þ l
k þ l

�
� PD

�
v A;BL;BPhð � b; 2iÞ

	
;

K ¼ k
k þ l

vðhA
�

� b;BL þ b;BP ; 1iÞ

þ PDvðhA� b;BL þ b;BP ; 0iÞ

þ l
k þ l

�
� PD

�
vðhA� b;BL þ b;BP ; 2iÞ

	
;

L ¼ k
k þ l

vðhA;BL;BP
�

þ b; 1iÞ þ PDvðhA;BL;BP

þ b; 0iÞ þ l
k þ l

�
� PD

�

� ðhA;BL;BP :þ b; 2iÞ
	
;

M ¼ k
k þ l

vðh0;BL
�

þ BP þ b; 0; 1iÞ

þ l
k þ l

vðh0;BL þ BP þ b; 0; 2iÞ
	
;

X ¼ k
k þ l

vðhA
�

þ b;BL � b;BP ; 1iÞ

þ PDvðhAþ b;BL � b;BP ; 0iÞ

þ l
k þ l

�
� PD

�
vðhAþ b;BL � b;BP ; 2iÞ

	
;

Y ¼ k
k þ l

vðh0;BL
�

þ BP � b; 0; 1iÞ

þ l
k þ l

vðh0;BL þ BP � b; 0; 2iÞ
	
:

By substituting Eq. (14) into Eqs. (15)–(17), we
obtain the simplified optimality equations as given
below.
Optimality equations:

vðhA;BL;BP ; 0iÞ

¼ hcbðBL þ BP � bÞ þ hcip BP � bð Þ þ DBL
a þ k þ l

þ k þ l
a þ k þ l

J ; ð18Þ

vðhA;BL;BP ; 1iÞ

¼ hcbðBL þ BP þ bÞ þ hcipBP þ D ðBL þ bÞ
a þ k þ l

þ k þ l
a þ k þ l

K for AP b; ð19Þ

vðhA;BL;BP ; 1iÞ
¼ minfvðhA;BL;BP þ 2b; 0iÞ; cs hþ ca
þ vðh0;BL þ BP þ b; b; 0iÞg for A < b; ð20Þ

vðhA;BL;BP ; 2iÞ
¼ minfvðhAþ b;BL � b;BP þ b; 0iÞ; cs h
þ ca þ vðh0;BL þ BP � b; b; 0iÞg: ð21Þ

3.4. The optimal policy

The solutions of the four optimality equations
(18)–(21) give the optimal values v�ðA;BL;BP ; eÞ of
expected infinite-horizon discounted total costs.
From the optimality equation (20), we derive that
for the state S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i where A < b, the
optimal action would be

a� A;BL;BP ; 1h i ¼

1 cs hþ ca
< v� A;BL;BP þ 2b; 0h ið Þ
�v� 0;BL þ BP þ b; b; 0h ið Þ;

0 otherwise;

8>><
>>:

ð22Þ
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and for state S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 2h i, the optimal action
would be, from optimality equation (21),

a� A;BL;BP ; 2h i

¼

1 cs hþ ca
< v� Aþ b;BL � b;BP þ b; 0h ið Þ
�v� 0;BL þ BP � b; b; 0h ið Þ;

0 otherwise:

8>><
>>:

ð23Þ
This policy will be optimal if the quanti-

ties thresholds v� A;BL;BP þ 2b; 0h ið Þ � v� 0;BLþhð
BP þ b; b; 0iÞ and v� Aþ b;BL � b;BP þ b; 0h ið Þ�
v� 0;BL þ BP � b; b; 0h ið Þ are monotone non-
increasing which is true and can be proved through
induction [10] by utilizing the linearity character-
istics of the cost functions. These decisions have a
control-limit structure. The values of v�ðA;BL;
BP ; eÞ can be found by using either value iteration
or policy iteration algorithm which are numerical
procedures. We first give the value iteration algo-
rithm and then the optimal LSP setup policy.
The value iteration algorithm: There are a

number of iteration algorithms [10] available to
solve the optimality equations. The value iteration
is the most widely used and best understood al-
gorithm for solving discounted Markov decision
problems. The algorithm is as shown in Fig. 3.
The optimal LSP setup policy: The optimal

policy p� ¼ fd�; d�; d�; . . .g is stationary implying

same decision rule at each decision instant and the
decision rule is given by

d� ¼

0 S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 0h i;
0 S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i

for AP b;
a� A;BL;BP ; 1h i S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i

for A < b;
a� A;BL;BP ; 2h i S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 2h i;

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð24Þ

where a� A;BL;BP ; 1h i and a� A;BL;BP ; 2h i are given
by Eqs. (22) and (23), respectively.
The threshold structure of the optimal policy

facilitates the solution of the optimality equations
(18)–(21) but still it is difficult to pre-calculate and
store the solution because of the large number of
possible system states. So, we propose a sub-opti-
mal policy, called the least one-step cost policy,
that is fast and easy to calculate.

4. The sub-optimal decision policy for LSP setup

The proposed least one-step cost policy is an
approximation to the solution of the optimality
equations (18)–(21). It minimizes the cost incurred
between two decision instants. Instead of going
through all the iterations of the value iteration
algorithm (given in Fig. 3), if we perform the first
iteration with the assumption that v0 A;BL;BP �hð
b; 0iÞ ¼ 0, we obtain

Fig. 3. The value iteration algorithm.

v1 A;BL;BP ; 0h ið Þ ¼
hcbðBL þ BP � bÞ þ hcip BP � bð Þ þ cip þ ðh� 1Þcmpls

� �
BL

a þ k þ l
;

v1 A;BL;BP ; 1h ið Þ ¼
hcbðBL þ BP þ bÞ þ hcipBP þ cip þ ðh� 1Þcmpls

� �
BL þ bð Þ

a þ k þ l
for AP b;
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From these single-step cost formulations, we can
derive the action decision. For the state
A;BL;BP ; 1h i, we obtain

a1 A;BL;BP ; 1h ið Þ ¼ 1 BP þ b > BTh;
0 otherwise;

�
for A < b

ð25Þ
upon comparison of the two terms of v1 A;BL;hð
BP ; 1iÞ. Similarly, comparing the two terms of
v1 A;BL;BP ; 2h ið Þ, we get the action decision

a1 A;BL;BP ; 2h ið Þ ¼ 1 BP > BTh;
0 otherwise:

�
ð26Þ

In both Eqs. (25) and (26),

BTh ¼
cs hþ caf g a þ k þ lf g
h� 1ð Þðcip � cmplsÞ

: ð27Þ

By calculating v1ðSÞ for all S 2 S, we minimize the
one-step cost of the infinite-horizon model. Since
vnðSÞ in the value iteration algorithm converges to
v�ðSÞ, the one-step value v1ðSÞ is a significant part
of v�ðSÞ and is very easy to calculate.
Least one-step cost LSP setup policy: The

one-step optimal policy p# ¼ fd#; d#; d#; . . .g is
stationary implying same decision rule at each
decision instant and the decision rule is given by

d# ¼

0 S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 0h i;
0 S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i

for AP b;
a1 A;BL;BP ; 1h i S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 1h i

for A < b;
a1 A;BL;BP ; 2h i S ¼ A;BL;BP ; 2h i;

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð28Þ

where a1 A;BL;BP ; 1h i and a1 A;BL;BP ; 2h i are given
by Eqs. (25) and (26), respectively.
The algorithm given in Fig. 4 can be imple-

mented for our threshold-based sub-optimal least
one-step cost policy for LSP setup/re-dimensioning.

5. Numerical results and discussions

5.1. Implementation aspects

Having identified the different parameters in-
volved in the LSP setup policy, we can explain the
steps for implementing the policy. For each LSP,
during its connection setup phase, the network
controller assigns the cost functions based on the
signaling load of the network. In our model, the
cost functions are assumed to be linear (Wsign, Wb,
Wsw from Eq. (4)) with respect to the bandwidth
requirements of the requests. By keeping a history
of user requests, the average inter-arrival time and
connection duration can be estimated.
Given the input parameters (cost functions and

various distributions), the value iteration algorithm
(Fig. 3) can be used to determine the optimal policy
with the decision rule (24). The optimal policy is
then stored in a tabular format. Each entry of the
table specifies the optimal decision for the possible
events for all possible node pairs of the network.
Whenever there is a bandwidth request arrival or
departure, the network performs a table lookup at
the corresponding node pair entry. Setup/re-
dimensioning of the LSP is performed if the traffic
not utilizing the LSP exceeds a threshold (Eqs. (22)

v1 A;BL;BP ; 2h ið Þ ¼ min
hcbðBL þ BP � bÞ þ hcipBP þ cip þ ðh� 1Þcmpls

� �
BL � bf g

a þ k þ l
; csh

�
þ ca

þ
hcbðBL þ BP � bÞ þ cip þ ðh� 1Þcmpls

� �
BL þ BP � bf g

a þ k þ l

�
:

v1 A;BL;BP ; 1h ið Þ ¼ min
hcbðBL þ BP þ bÞ þ hcip BP þ bð Þ þ cip þ ðh� 1Þcmpls

� �
BL

a þ k þ l
; csh

�

þ ca þ
hcbðBL þ BP þ bÞ þ cip þ ðh� 1Þcmpls

� �
BL þ BP þ bf g

a þ k þ l

�
for A < b;
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and (23)). The optimal policy table needs to be
updated when there are changes in the network
topology. The update can, however, be performed
off-line.
For networks of considerable size, the storage of

the optimal policy for each node pair can be very
resource consuming. In such cases the sub-optimal
policy, given in Section 4, canbe applied. This policy
computes the decision upon arrival of each request
and does not involve storage of the whole policy.

5.2. Simulation model

In this section, we will present the performances
of both the optimal policy (decision rule in Eq.
(24)) and the sub-optimal policy (decision rule in
Eq. (28)) and then compare them. The perfor-
mance metric is the discounted total cost defined
in Eq. (8). Both the optimal and the proposed
sub-optimal policy can also be compared with the
trivial heuristics where no LSP optimization is
performed, or optimization is performed for each
event arrival, or optimization is performed on a
periodic basis.

For the simulations, we modeled an MPLS
network as a non-hierarchical graph Gph shown in
Fig. 5. It is a 10-node random graph with a max-
imum node degree of 3 and 17 edges. Each node
represents an LSR and each edge represents a
physical link connecting two LSRs. Each link is
assumed to have a physical capacity of 1000 c.u.

Fig. 4. Setup/re-dimensioning policy.

Fig. 5. Physical topology Gph.
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Based on this network model, we obtain the
adjacency matrix of the network as well as the
number of links of the shortest path between any
two nodes. We assume that the number of links of
the shortest path estimated by the source is de-
terministic. The request duration is assumed to be
exponential whereas the request arrival follows a
Poisson process.
The values given in Table 2 are assumed for the

cost coefficients in Eqs. (5)–(7) which define the
cost incurred by the network. With these cost co-
efficients, the threshold BThði; jÞ, defined in Eq.
(27), for the sub-optimal policy (decision rule in
Eq. (28)) becomes

BThði; jÞ ¼
15ðhþ 1Þða þ k þ lÞ

2ðh� 1Þ

¼ 7:5ða þ k þ lÞðhþ 1Þ
ðh� 1Þ :

For different cases, we will vary the values of k and
l and obtain the BThði; jÞ independently. In all our
simulations, we assume that all user bandwidth
requests are for the amount of 1 c.u. Even though
both the optimal and sub-optimal policies are in-
dependent of the amount of the bandwidth re-
quested, we concentrate on this homogeneous case
because the results obtained are representative
of the effects the bandwidth requests have on the
MPLS network topology. When the bandwidth
requests are for 1 c.u., we can get a snapshot of the
events and really understand how the events are
triggered.
For each source and destination pair, the value

iteration algorithm, in Fig. 3, is used to determine

the minimum discounted total cost (defined in Eq.
(8)) and the optimal policy. For the value iteration
algorithm, e is set to 0:1% of the first-step dis-
counted total cost. The minimum discounted total
cost is then averaged over all possible source and
destination pairs. For the proposed sub-optimal
policy also, the minimum discounted total cost is
calculated using the value iteration algorithm. As
given in Eqs. (5)–(7), the cost functions are linear
with respect to the bandwidth request.

5.3. Results

In the following simulations, we show the per-
formance of the two policies. We show how high
traffic volume leads to LSP setup/re-dimensioning
whereas for less volume, the LSPs are not modi-
fied. We show how the MPLS network topology is
modified according to varying bandwidth requests.
We show some cases where the results of the two
policies are different and then compare their per-
formance.
For case I, we simulate the arrival of requests in

Gph with the k=l values from Table 3 and apply the
optimal policy p�, for which the decision rule is
given in Eq. (24). The resulting MPLS network G�

I

is given in Fig. 6(c).
Note that since the node pairs 1–9 and 2–8 have

a traffic load greater than the others, representing
a focused overload scenario, the corresponding
LSPs have been established. Instead, if the pro-
posed sub-optimal policy p# (decision rule in Eq.
(28)) is applied, the resulting network G#I coincides
with G�

I , demonstrating the efficiency of the sub-
optimal policy. In Figs. 6(a) and (b) we show, for
comparison, Gmin and Gmax that would result if the
two simple heuristic decision policies pmin and pmax
were applied, respectively. pmin is the policy to
never establish non-default LSPs whereas pmax
is the policy to adapt the LSP to each occurring
event. We found that the discounted total cost

Table 2

Cost coefficients

cs ca cb cip cmpls

15 15 1 2.5 0.5

Table 3

k=l for case I

Node pair 1–7 1–8 1–10 2–7 2–9 2–10 1–9 2–8 Others

k=l 5 5 5 5 5 5 30 30 0
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(defined in Eq. (8)) for G�
I is 45% lower than Gmin

and 77% lower than Gmax.
In case II, we aim to verify the on-line adapt-

ability of the optimal policy p� (decision rule in
Eq. (24)) when a traffic variation occurs. The node
pairs with non-zero traffic requests are kept the
same as in case I. All of them but pair 1–10 have
k=l ¼ 5, for which k=l ¼ 30. If the optimal policy
is applied starting from the initial state represented
by G�

I , the result of case I, the final topology
consists of an added LSP(1,10) to G�

I . The old non-
default LSPs are not torn down because they are
utilized by the traffic as they provide reduced
switching cost (Eq. (7)) without the overhead of
the signaling cost (Eq. (5)). We see that the to-
pology has changed from G�

I to better fit the new
traffic pattern. On the other hand, if we start from
Gph, the obtained network topology will just add
the LSP(1,10) to Gph. So, the resulting topologies
in the two cases differ and highlight the capability
of the optimal policy to adjust to the traffic vari-
ation. The same results are obtained upon appli-
cation of the sub-optimal policy p# (decision rule
in Eq. (28)).
Next we still consider the traffic for the same

node pairs as before. This is because they represent

pairs with two or more hops in between them.
Starting with the initial topology Gph, the traffic
matrix was homogeneously increased as shown in
Table 4 for cases III–VI. The corresponding p�

topologies are shown in Fig. 7. As expected, for
larger bandwidth requests, more LSPs are setup
because the expected bandwidth and switching
costs (Eqs. (6) and (7)) exceed the signaling cost
(Eq. (5)) overhead and it becomes economically
viable to setup the LSPs. More LSP setup leads to
a more connected MPLS network: the network G�

V

is more connected than the network G�
IV, which is

in turn more connected than the network G�
III. If

we apply the sub-optimal policy p# (decision rule
in Eq. (28)) to Gph with the traffic from Table 4,
slightly different results are obtained. For case III,
G#III is same as G

�
III because the traffic is very less

and it is not economically efficient to setup any
LSPs. For case IV, the sub-optimal policy does not
find it viable to setup any LSPs and hence G#IV does
not add any new LSPs, i.e., it is the same as G�

III.
For case V, the traffic is a little higher and thus, the
threshold BTh in Eq. (27) is exceeded for length 3
LSPs but not for length 2 LSPs. Thus, G#V is the
same as G�

IV. Finally, G
#
VI is the same as G

�
VI as the

threshold BTh (Eq. (27)) is exceeded even for length

Table 4

Bandwidth requests for cases III–VI

Node pair 1–7 1–8 1–9 1–10 2–7 2–8 2–9 2–10

k3=l3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

k4=l4 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

k5=l5 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

k6=l6 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

Fig. 6. Topologies and costs for (a) pmin, (b) pmax and (c) p�.
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2 LSPs. It can be seen from Eq. (27), the threshold
is smaller for longer LSPs as BTh is inversely pro-
portional to ðh� 1Þ.
As a verification for the results in Fig. 7, we

calculate the costs for the topologies G�
III, G

�
IV and

G�
V for the three cases III, IV and V in Table 4. In
Fig. 8, we show the plots for the cost components
(switching and signaling costs, Eqs. (7) and (5))
and the discounted total cost for the three cases for
topologies G�

III, G
�
IV and G

�
V. In each figure, the

respective minimum discounted total cost corre-
sponds to the topologies shown in Fig. 7. For in-
stance, in Fig. 8(a), the minimum discounted total
cost is given for topology G�

III; in Fig. 8(b), the
minimum discounted total cost corresponds to
topology G�

IV, and in Fig. 8(c), the minimum dis-
counted total cost corresponds to topology G�

V.
Having seen a case where the final topologies

obtained by application of policies p� (decision rule
in Eq. (24)) and p# (decision rule in Eq. (28)) are
different, we now compare the performance of the
two policies. For the initial topologyGph, we plot in
Fig. 9 the total discounted cost for different initial
states for one node pair with three hops in between.
The final state of the system is shown for each
initial state and the two policies as the numbers in
brackets close to the curves. As the discount rate a
(from Eq. (8)) is smaller for Fig. 9(b), the costs are
larger in magnitude. We see that the expected costs
are identical or marginally close, except for one
point in each figure. For the initial state ½1; 5; 10�,
the optimal policy optimizes the LSP immediately
whereas the sub-optimal policy does not since the
threshold is not exceeded, resulting in the lower

expected cost for the optimal policy. On the other
hand, for the initial state ½1; 1; 1� in Fig. 9(a),
only the optimal policy performed the optimization
but the costs are equal for both cases. This is be-
cause of the discount factor a as events too far in
the future have marginal effect on the cost. One
point to be observed from the figures is that the
final states from the optimal policy have large avail-
able bandwidth values. This is because the optimal
policy performs LSP optimization very often
whereas the sub-optimal policy performs optimi-
zation only when the traffic exceeds a threshold
which is large. This, in effect, reduces the sensitivity
of the decision policy to minor variations in the
traffic, i.e., by filtering small fluctuations.
In Fig. 10, a stepwise increased homogeneous

traffic is offered and we show the percentage setup
of LSPs using the sub-optimal policy p# (decision
rule in Eq. (28)). For k=l values less than 10, no
LSP is setup as no threshold is exceeded. A stable
configuration of the network is achieved for k=l
values between ½20; 30� where all LSPs with length
3 are setup and those with length 2 are not setup.
For k=l greater than 45, all the LSPs are always
setup and the network reaches its fully connected
stable state. For the other values of k=l, the LSPs
are setup with percentages as shown in Fig. 10, e.g.
for k=l of 15, the LSPs with length 3 are setup with
80% probability.

5.4. Discussion

In our simulations, we found the value iteration
algorithm to be very efficient and stable. The

Fig. 7. Topologies for cases III–VI.
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Fig. 9. Total expected cost vs. initial state: (a) a ¼ 0:5, k=l ¼ 5; (b) a ¼ 0:1, k=l ¼ 10.

Fig. 8. Discounted total cost and cost components for cases (a) III, (b) IV and (c) V.
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convergence is fast resulting in a low number of
iterations. In general, the number of iterations
does not depend on the cost parameters (cs; ca;
cb; cip; cmplsÞ, but depends on the values of k and l.
There are other iteration algorithms (e.g., policy
iteration [10]) that have a higher rate of conver-
gence but are more intensive computationwise (the
policy iteration involves a search through the set
of all possible decision policies). The proposed
sub-optimal policy is much less computationally
intensive (no storage of decision policy) and pro-
vides the expected discounted total cost values
close to the optimal policy.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new optimal de-
cision policy that provides the on-line design of a
network topology for the current traffic load and
pattern. The proposed policy is used to solve the
following issue: a new request for bandwidth res-
ervation between two routers, that are not directly
connected by an LSP, arises. In this case, the de-
cision concerning whether or not to setup a new
direct LSP, modifying the current MPLS network
topology, should be taken. Adding a new direct
LSP requires high signaling effort, but improves
the switching of packets between the two routers.

The LSP optimization problem is formulated as
a continuous-time Markov decision process. We
have presented the value iteration algorithm which
determines the expected discounted total cost and
the optimal policy. Under certain conditions, we
have shown the existence of an optimal policy
which has a threshold structure.
Because of the computational intensiveness of

the optimal policy, we have proposed a sub-opti-
mal least one-step cost policy that simplifies the
threshold determination and thus the decision rule.
This policy is based on the network load, which is
part of the defined network state, via a threshold
criterion. The threshold calculation takes into ac-
count the bandwidth, switching and signaling costs
and depends on the cost coefficients. Furthermore,
since a given traffic load may just be a temporary
phenomenon, our policy also performs filtering in
order to avoid oscillations that can be typical in a
variable traffic scenario.
The performance of both the optimal and the

sub-optimal policy was demonstrated by simula-
tion. Several examples were considered. Significant
cases were analyzed in the paper. The results
confirm that the proposed policy is effective and
improves network performance by reducing the
cost incurred. Simulation results also indicate
that the total expected cost is similar for both the
policies proving the accuracy of the sub-optimal
policy.
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